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Fostering Friendships with the French
match to its neighbour. He hardly needs a size grader in the pack
house”.
The following day we explored the magnificent gardens of the
Château de Villandry. It was built in 1536 and redesigned in the
18th Century. The gardens in front of the edifice were laid in the
early 20th Century but created in 16th Century French style in
harmony with the architecture of the house. These gardens are
formal with fruit trees and vegetables perfectly interlaced with
flower beds. Further afield there is a tranquil lake surrounded by

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Fri 24 Jan

12pm St Paul’s Day Service St Mary Abchurch
Luncheon
Innholders’ Hall

Mon 17 Feb

2.00pm Awards Council Meeting Guildhall,
6.30pm City Food Lecture Aldmns Court
(Doors open 5.30)
Guildhall

Arrival at Château D’Artigny

he Loire Valley is one of the great fruit growing regions of
France. Famous for its Châteaux and wines it is also an
historic home for apples, the alluvial soils being ideal for the trees.
In late September a group of Fruiterers travelled to the Region.
We stayed at the Château D’Artigny, a fine château hotel south of
Tours which was originally the private home of the parfumier
Francois Coty. The day after our arrival we visited Sica-Gerfruit
the estate of Patrick Tessier. Patrick is also the General Manager
of Mylord, a consortium of a dozen producers who grow nearly
twenty apple varieties in orchards covering more than 500 hectares.
In the morning he guided us round his newly refurbished pack
house. Apples are graded by high speed computerised
photography and we watched them making their stately progress
down multiple canals creating a riot of colour on the water.
Sixteen modern lines pack about 300,000 metric tons of apples
each year and while we were there Premium Mylord apples were
being packed in readiness for
transportation to Rungis Market
in Paris.
Patrick had suggested a
“light lunch in the office”. This
turned out to be a champagne
reception and a sumptuous
French feast! After lunch the
sun came out and we were
given a farm walk around the
immaculate orchards. Past
Master Dawes summed it up
afterwards when he commented
on the extraordinary uniformity
Château de Villandry seen from of the fruit: “Beautifully thinned,
the gardens
each apple was an identical

T

Thurs 27 Feb Annual Banquet

Mansion House

Wed 26 Mar

Butchers’ Hall

Fri 4 Apr

12.30pm Informal Carvery
Luncheon
3.15pm Finance Sub
Committee Meeting
4.30pm Membership &
Comms Sub Ctee Meeting
United Guilds Service
Informal Luncheon

Reeves & Co
Reeves & Co
St Paul’s Cathedral
Stationers’ Hall

Thurs 17 Apr 11am Finance Sub
Committee Meeting
3pm Master’s
Committee Meeting
12 Noon Trustees Meeting
Honorary Assistants Dinner

Reeves & Co
Reeves & Co.
tba.

Thurs 8 May

Kingswood GC

Golf Day

Thurs 15 May Audit Court Dinner
Fri 23 May

Vintners’ Hall

Jack Henley’s Toy Cupboard Marden, Kent

Thurs 29 May Royal Bath & West Show
Wed 4 Jun

Reeves & Co.

Shepton Mallet

11am Awards Council Meeting East Malling

Thurs 12 Jun National Memorial Arboretum Stafford
Tue 24 Jun

Election of Sheriffs

Thurs 3 Jul

Visit G’s Fresh Ltd - Farm, Barway, Cambs
Packhouse & Distribution Centre

Fri 11 Sun 13 Jul

Cherry & Soft Fruit Show

Thurs 24 Jul Summer Court Dinner

Guildhall

Detling
Drapers’ Hall
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Fostering Friendship with the French

manicured lawns, informal modern flower beds, a maze and an
herb garden.
We left Château de Villandry to drive along the Loire to the
18th Century Château de Minière. This beautiful stone built
Château set in lovely vineyards is situated in Bourgueil, one of
few appellations in France that are 100% Cabernet Franc. We
arrived in brilliant sunshine and were warmly welcomed by the
owners of the Château Kathleen van den Berghe and Sigurd
Mareels with a glass of the estate’s sparkling wine. Following the
reception in the garden we all sat down to a buffet lunch made
up of traditional local delicacies. At each stage of the meal we
tasted and we learned about the different wines from the estate.
After lunch we toured the surrounding vineyards and had a lively
discussion with the estates winemaker about the merits of
organic wine growing.

at Château de
A glass of wine

Flotation canals in the packhouse

The Fruiterers visit to the Loire concluded that evening with a
private dinner in the elegant first floor dining room at Château
D’Artigny.
Piece supplied by the Master.

Minière

A light lunch!

The New Lord Mayor
The Lord Mayor’s Appeal for this year just beginning takes as
its theme “City in Society”. It will support a number of charities:
The City Music Foundation, Futures for Kids, the Harold Samuel
Collection and the Lord Mayor’s Scholarship Programmes.
Our entire Company congratulates the new Lord Mayor and
wishes her all success.
Piece supplied by Past Master Steve Bodger

t the Silent Ceremony held at Guildhall
during the afternoon of
the 8th of November, the
City’s second woman
Lord Mayor, Alderman
Fiona Woolf was installed.
The new Lord Mayor
is a distinguished solicitor.
In her early career she
was at Clifford Chance;
Lord Mayor with Sheriffs
she moved to CMS
Cameron McKenna, becoming a partner there in 1981. She
specialised in regulation and market design, with the Electricity
Industry and the World Bank among her major clients. She
served on the Competition Commission and is a Past President
of the Law Society. Her City roots run wide and deep; she is an
Honorary Bencher of Middle Temple, a Court Assistant of the
Solicitors’ and Wax Chandlers’ Companies, a Liveryman of the
Plumbers’, Arbitrators’, Marketors’ and Tax Advisers’ Companies
and an Honorary Court Assistant of the Builders Merchants’
Company.

A

The New Lord Mayor is Heralded
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HONORARY ARCHIVIST
The Ridley Medal
t the forthcoming Company Banquet the triennial award of
the Ridley Medal will be made.
It was in 1931 that Past Master Frank
Robert Ridley, JP gave to the
Company a sum of money
wherewith to provide a
Gold Medal “For
distinguished service to
Fruit Growing” which
medal is known as
The Ridley Medal.
The first medal was
awarded by the four
judges appointed by
the court to Mr. E. A.
L. Laxton of Bedford
for his discoveries and
introduction of various
new varieties of
fruit. The Medal
was presented to
him by the Lord
Mayor, Sir
William Phené
Neal, at the
Banquet given
by him to the
Court of the
Company and their
ladies at Fishmongers’
Hall on the 6th October
1931 after the Annual
Presentation of Fruit to him by the

A

Past Master Frank Robert Ridley. Master 1920. In 1960 the Recipient
was his son Donald Arthur Ridley Master 1959

Master, Mr. Noel Walter Richardson, on behalf of the Company.
The Company is most grateful to Liveryman David Ridley for
the picture of his Grandfather and the Ridley Medal that was
presented to his own father Donald Arthur Ridley, Master 1959.

The Worshipful Company of Fruiterers Fruit Culture Award
Presented to Dr David Simpson
varieties; since then more than 25 varieties have been released,
most of which are still being commercially propagated for sale.
The latest new variety to emerge from his programme is Malling
Centenary, released this year and named to mark 100 years of
research at East Malling.
The Master concluded by saying “It would be fair to say that,
more than any other single person, David is responsible for the
success of the UK strawberry industry: over 250 million plants have
been sold of varieties his breeding programmes have produced. He
has led advances in the molecular analysis of the strawberry
genome that will transform the future of strawberry breeding and he
has been a high profile ambassador for the UK strawberry
business”.

n recognition of his outstanding achievements as a UK strawberry
breeder, Dr David Simpson was presented with the annual Fruit
Culture Award by Professor John Price, Master of the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers, at the National Fruit Show Dinner on 16
October.
David Simpson moved to East Malling Research 30 years ago to
take responsibility for the UK strawberry breeding programme,
which was at that time transferred from Long Ashton Research
Station.
New varieties emerging from his breeding programmes have
greatly extended the cropping season and this has transformed the
economics of UK strawberry growing. The variety Pandora, released
in 1988, bridged the gap between mainstream and late season

I
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City Perspective
We were given some
insight into the challenge
likely to face the Bank of
England when their US
equivalent, the US Federal
Reserve, hinted at tighter
monetary policy during the summer. It caused significant
turbulence in the financial markets. Therein is the challenge for
the Bank of England - when and how to exit from their ultraloose monetary policy without knocking the economy off
course, as too many seem to be getting used to them. The
likelihood is they will wait for the recovery to gather momentum
and for unemployment to fall towards the 7 per cent rate
indicated by Mark Carney as a possible trigger for higher interest
rates. During 2014 the markets will anticipate higher rates in
2015.
Rates still need to remain low, given the nature of the
recovery, and that is despite my optimism about what lies ahead
in 2014. But once interest rates start to rise then will likely need
to increase in a gradual way back to high levels.
There are still many people whose savings have suffered
because of low interest rates, particularly if they did not take
advantage of favourable opportunities elsewhere across the
stock and bond markets in recent years.
That leads onto the main story for many people in 2013: the
high cost of living. In the past, if the UK, US and European
economies ran into recession, energy and food prices would be
low. But not in the last few years. Why? Well, although demand
from Western economies has been low, demand from China and
emerging economies has kept prices relatively firm. Energy
prices have attracted most attention. Interestingly the UK has
relatively low energy tariffs in Europe but our homes are energy
inefficient, with heat seeping out of the walls. Many of us
effectively pay to warm the air in the street!
The UK recession was also different to the past. Instead of
jobs being shed, as is the norm, many firms kept hold of staff.
So jobs stayed high, but wage growth was low and zero hours
contracts became more common. As a result, living standards
were squeezed. In the year to come many people may seek
higher wages. But the best way for living standards to recover is
if economic growth gathers momentum. I think it will.

hat have been the main economic stories of the last twelve
months, and what lies ahead in 2014?
2013 was the story of the invisible recovery. There was a
recovery, but many people and firms didn't see it, so to them it
was invisible. Two years ago, at the start of 2011 most
economists were upbeat about 2011. I was not one of them and
it proved a very difficult year. Perhaps chastened by that
experience, at the start of 2012 expectations were downbeat,
with little growth expected. In contrast, I thought the economy
would grow 1.5% to 2%, with a stronger second half. So it has
proved. As the year progressed, spending has gathered
momentum and confidence has started to recover. This is good.
But we mustn't count our chickens just yet. Despite the
recovery to date, the level of the economy is still below where it
was five years ago, when the financial crisis hit. So far, it has
been the weakest recovery in modern UK economic history. As
a result, the economy is still fragile and vulnerable to shocks.
And over the last couple of years the UK has had to endure a
major economic shock from Europe, our biggest trading
partner.
Trouble is, problems persist in Europe, where demand,
confidence and lending have been weak. There are tentative
signs the euro zone is turning the corner, but the reluctance of
Germany to spend more still casts a shadow over that region's
prospects. And that remains the biggest worry for the UK.
But if another shock from Europe is avoided then next year
may become a year of genuine recovery for the UK. The low
level at which we are, could even mean 4% growth is possible.
There is a lot of catch-up potential.
Confidence will play a big part. So too, will monetary policy
and interest rates. One of the clear signs the economy is
recovering is the pick-up in the housing market, helped by
government measures such as Help to Buy.
One of the problems ahead of the financial crisis was a lethal
combination of cheap money as interest rates were then too low,
leverage as people borrowed and geared themselves up, and
one-way expectations as there was a perception house prices
could only rise. It would be a worry if we were to see a return to
this, but there is a fear that low interest rates may again be
encouraging such behaviour.
As a result, attention in 2014 will be heavily focused on
monetary policy. Over the last year Mark Carney replaced
Mervyn King as Governor of the Bank of England, and one of
the first things he did was to announce "forward guidance",
outlining the conditions that needed to be in place before
interest rates rose. This made clear to people that it would be
ages before there was an increase in interest rates. The trouble
with such a policy is that if it starts to work it makes the City
question when the policy will change! And in some respects
that is what happened.

W

Piece provided by Liveryman
Dr Gerard Lyons,
Chief Economic Adviser to
Boris Johnson,
Mayor of London
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View from Overseas
Asia & the UK: A Big Opportunity,
but a small footprint to date
he development of the fruit sector in
Asia has traditionally revolved around
what happens in of India and China, which
totally dominate at the big picture level.
What is also starting to happen, however,
in the rest of the region is also highly
impressive. Production in countries such
as Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Vietnam and Thailand are beginning to
show dynamic growth. Even countries such
as Myanmar, previously in effect a closed
market after years of military dictatorship,
has started to open up. Exports across the
region are also starting to develop. While
these have traditionally been focused on
neighbouring local markets, a wider range
of export markets will be supplied in the
future, including distant markets such as
the EU and US.
As a nation we do import from some of
these countries – notably Thailand and
India but our exports to the region are
virtually nil. In the future we are likely to see
more fruit imported into the UK from a
diverse range of Asian markets. It might
well be that the relationship with the UK is
rather than a supplier of physical product,
as a source of expertise and technology to
Asia, Even here, we will find it a demanding
and highly competitive market.
Taking some of the countries in Asia
and looking at what is happening reveals a
common picture as follows:
• China – has seen production of fruit
grow over a 10 year period from just under
140 million tonnes to a massive 220 million
tonnes – and exports have also increased
from just under 1 million tonnes per annum
to over 2.8 million tonnes. The main
destinations are Vietnam, Russia, Hong
Kong, Indonesia and Malaysia

T

Fruit in Chinese Supermarket

A selection of overwrapped apples

• India – production of fruit in India has
increased significantly from 45 million
tonnes to over 75 million tonnes in a 10
year period and exports have shot up to
over 530,000 tonnes per annum in the
same period. The main export markets
have traditionally been the Middle East,
Bangladesh and Nepal – and then in the
EU, the UK and the Netherlands
• The Philippines – has grown its fruit
sector from 11 million to 16 million tonnes
over a decade. Exports are increasingly
important in the overall structure of the
sector, with the main export destinations
being a combination of Japan, South
Korea, China, the UAE and Iran
• Indonesia – fruit production has doubled
since 2003 from just under 9 million
tonnes to around 18 million tonnes per
annum. While exports are a very small part
of the overall picture these have been
increasing
• Thailand – up from 10 million tonnes per
annum to around 13 million tonnes and its
exports increase over the same period of
time from 320,000 tonnes to over 1.1
million tonnes. The main export markets
are China, Hong Kong, Vietnam and
Indonesia
• Vietnam – has seen production shoot up
from around 4.5 million tonnes to over 7
million tonnes per annum over a 10 year
period
• Myanmar – an increase from 1.5 million
tonnes per annum to over 2.5 million
tonnes over a 10 year period, but has yet to
establish a reputation of any real sort as an
exporter of fresh horticultural produce with
exports of just a few hundred tonnes
mainly to China

5

One of the key features of the development of the supply chain in Asia is the rise
of modern forms of retailing. In India, this
only accounts for around 5% of the market
at the moment, but in China it is already
around 25% and growing fast. The so
called Pac Rim markets like those in Korea
and Taiwan are also seeing the rapid
growth of more modern forms of retailing.
The overall balance of trade is likely to be
in the other direction. That is not to say
there are no opportunities for the UK
supply chain to profit from the huge macro
economic growth being seen in Asia. Far
from it, in fact.
The Asian markets are especially
difficult, but the size of the prize is large
and tempting. It can only be accessed by
having a genuine long term, yet flexible
view. Asia is no place for the short termer.
As both export and organised modern
urban retail markets develop in Asia, there

Wholesale Market Shanghai

will also be an increased need for high
class traceability, accreditation and food
safety systems, supply chain logistics,
environmental technologies, CSR strategy,
NPD, innovation and processing technology.
This is where the UK is inherently strong.
Asia’s growing influence on world
produce and other agri food markets
presents both an opportunity and a
challenge to the UK industry. The UK is
already inter linked to Asia in terms of
economic development Asia is poised to
supply more produce, both fresh and
processed to international markets. While
the EU and the UK might have not been
the top priority to date, it is only a matter of
time before we come much more strongly
on to the Asian radar.
Piece supplied by Liveryman John Giles
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FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
top fruit industry first exhibited the
The individual superrowers will be acutely
stirrings of a determination to put its
market share of English
aware
that
the
house in order and become a major player
top fruit to the end of
domestic apple season is
completing with the rest of Europe. In
November shows some
running very late this year.
2002 there was much evidence of a new
changes. Tesco, Waitrose,
Statistics underline by just
attitude with extensive plantings, massive
ASDA and the so called
how much. Data for the
investments and greatly improved
‘discounters’ have all gained
past three years, supplied by
efficiencies. The momentum has been
in percentage terms, but there
English Apples and Pears (EAP)
maintained with scientific knowledge,
is still a considerable period left
for Cox Apples, highlights the
Cox, a month late and
mechanisation and technology being
to run to the end of the season
start dates when Class I supplies
playing catchup
embraced avidly. Lights that dimmed
and patterns can change.
have been made available to the
somewhat in this country’s centres of
Braeburn apples were still being
British Multiple Retail Trade. 2011 was w/e
horticultural research are now burning
harvested as this article was prepared so it
3rd September, 2012 w/e 22nd September
brightly again with some of the results
is difficult to forecast what the final crop
and 2013 w/e 5th October. Similar delays
being world class. Orchard layouts,
tonnage will be but some pundits are
are recorded for Gala. These late starts
pruning systems and other land managerumouring a record. There is a concern
represent lost sales and for Cox the
ment schemes linked to investments in
that the variety, stickered with the Union
industry is clearly a month behind. As
essential infrastructure have continued. As
Flag, may steal sales from Cox.
tonnages are similar to 2011 a step up in
a consequence yields have increased
So called newer varieties have also
the rate of sale is prescribed over the next
significantly with many growers harvesting
clocked up a record crop at 11,000
four to six weeks and marketing groups
between 50 up to 70 tonnes of
tonnes. Most of these cultivars
are being encouraged to check stocks
Class I apples per hectare. The
have a potential to be marketed
and if necessary secure more shelf space
goal must be to produce
late and therefore extend the
and enter into stronger promotional
enough quality apples
sales season into summer.
activity. The situation has been compacross the spectrum of
Research has revealed
ounded because of the warm, late
varieties to take a
that taste (organoleptic)
summer and autumn and the abundance
significant share of the
of continental soft and stoned fruit.
preferences have also
market.
Supermarkets focussed on these products
changed. More British conRegrettably, the pear
for longer than usual, reflecting consumer
sumers are satisfied by
growers are not enjoying the
demand. To add to the problem back
sweeter, crisper textures than
garden, apple crops have been high this
their forebears. This change
same successes, but not
year which also dilutes interest at retail.
may be influenced by the
because they have not been
English Braeburn
Ideally stocks of Cox should be clear by
greater diversity offered at point back to record levels trying. Production is dominated
early April. Any later, without the required
of sale and the fact that the
by Conference and this year
storage, the fruit will deteriorate rather
state of dentition in this country has
19,700 tonnes have been harvested which
rapidly. Although Gala and Braeburn are
improved dramatically over the last few
is a decline and will supply less than 20%
also experiencing a late start the same
decades. Our growers and research
of domestic demand. Financial analysis
problem does not exist as their marketing
institutes will need to put as much energy
shows that at the present moment the
season can extend way beyond April.
into developing exciting apple types to
return on capital employed will be higher
Interestingly however, although the
satisfy the constantly evolving demand for
focusing on dessert apples than on pears.
English Gala Crop is at a record
new experiences in the category. A
East Malling Research, (EMR), have three
level of 37,000 metric tonnes
recent research project undertypes of concept pear orchards on trial.
(Class I), if the rate of sale
taken at a “quality” London
One, it is whispered, is showing particular
experienced
during
promise. Growers need viable financial
delicatessen involved
October was sustained
models that will provide them with the
journalists and bloggers.
then stocks will have
confidence to plant. It is a case of ‘where
Thirteen varieties were
cleared by March. This
there’s a will there’s a way’ and there is a
offered and the results
is a bit of a marketing
very strong, latent will.
will be published over
the next few months.
conundrum. Sales overall
Comments received
are not so far behind,
were described as favaccording to EAP, as
ourable, many of the partsome gloomy soothesayers
icipants expressing positive
are portending.
Piece prepared after an interview
impressions about the samples.
with Adrian Barlow,
According to a spokesman for EAP,
English Pear crop down
CEO English Apples and Pears.
2013 is the eleventh year since the British
but hope on the horizon

G
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VIEW

FROM THE
HIGH STREET

n a recent interview with our regular
contributor to this page the Editor
asked
the
Independent
Retail
Greengrocer and Florist for his views on
the trading environment in the high street.
It should be noted that the views reflected
in this piece are his based on personal
experience.
Over the past four months business
was described as about the same. There
has been “lots of stuff on the market” and
much of good quality. This has enabled
the stocking of the complete range of fruit
and vegetables without too many
problems. Local suppliers of plants have
kept pace with the demand that resulted
from the clement weather through until

presence as well large out of town units?”
he asks. “Regularly published figures show
that for all of the cost and effort market
shares only move fractionally”. He
believes that many of the smaller, high
street shops controlled by the national
names staff the units with personnel that
do not live in the area. Therefore they do
not contribute significantly to the local
economy, spending money where they
live, but do put more pressure on an
already pressurised parking system.
Deliveries to these smaller units is still
made by large articulated vehicles which
he affirms can be in the teens, on a daily
basis – that does not help with congestion.
Most of the trade conducted by the
independent is with local residents,
restaurants and catering organisations.
Stocking is done at times that are not
obtrusive and in smaller road vehicles that
remain on site for the day. “Arrangements
can be made to have all of the waste
material generated by our activities to be
recycled including even waste vegetable
and fruit material” he says with
satisfaction.
“The majority of town councils talk of
their desire to preserve the integrity of the
independent high street” says our contact
“but in reality through short sightedness
and greed most fail dismally”. “As a group
they are ignorant to the realities and
pressures and most of the decision
makers have little practical knowledge of
working with customers”. “If they
practiced what they preach there would be
some tangible evidence such as a
reduction in business rates for small
businesses and a sensible application of
the infrastructure tax” muses our retailer.
”Street traders in this area are even harder
hit from my experience” he confirms.
Having
personal
knowledge
and
association with stallholders in the new
Wycombe market he quotes the almost
draconian charges and procedures they
are facing.
“Regulations on owners and drivers of
vehicles weighing over 3.5 tonnes are past
being sensible and have descended to the
comical”. “The entire system has tipped
too far to the ridiculous” he says with less
than amusement. Several personal

I

Giant seedless grapes from Italy

the end of September.
On the local wholesale market there
are a number of companies that stock and
sell surplus product that results from
supermarket over ordering. One before
relocation and now there are five which is
indicative of the problem. Generally most
is wholesaled as Class II although it most
instances it is a higher grade. Health and
Safety rules are applied in the trading area
and everybody entering the market has to
wear high-viz garments, a sensible
arrangement with the number of forklift
trucks whizzing around.
Close to our retailer’s shop two of the
national supermarkets have opened
smaller units. “Their impact on my trade
has been minimal, as anticipated” he
reports. “Why do all the multiple retailers
bar one insist on having a high street

7

Everything has been available
and of good quality

instances were cited. “Thank goodness
that the scurrilous practice of government
departments charging top rates for phone
contact has been unearthed”.
On the subject of wages and pensions
a more positive note is struck. “Employees
who work hard and contribute to the
overall success of the business merit
rewards, but protection of the lazy and
inept is not a good practice” he reflects.
Despite the almost asphyxiating
blanket of rules, regulations and expenses
that face shopkeepers the efficient seem
to survive and trade successfully. “You’ve
always got to have something new up your
sleeve” says our Bourne End operator.
“Success does bring some unlikely
headaches”. “We have sold so many
potted box and bay trees over the last two
years that every garden in the area must
have one” he chuckles, “must be time to
think of something new”.

There's only so many potted Box Trees you
can sell
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ver the past 32 years the Fruiterers
Company has donated and planted fruit
trees in the gardens of castles, palaces,
cathedrals, great houses, universities and
schools. We aim to plant a tree that reflects
the character and the history of the garden
where it will grow. Thus at Dalemain, the 2013
Historic Houses Association Garden of the
Year we planted a Medlar Nottingham (Page
14). This is a long lived tree with beautiful
spring blossom and strangely shaped brown
winter fruits, which in mediaeval times was a
frequent resident of the gardens of great
English houses. In September the Company
was the guest of the French Ambassador His
Excellency Bernard Emié and his wife Isobelle
for tea at their London Residence (Page 13).
Past Master Will Sibley is re-designing their
garden and we are donating a pear
Gourmand. The pear will be grown against a
wall as a Palmette en U Double. This is very
appropriate as perhaps the greatest collection
of espalier fruit trees in the world is at La
Potage de Roi in Versailles. The French have
always been rather good at growing top fruit
and we saw a fine example of this when we
visited the apple orchards of Patrick Tessier in
the Loire Valley (Page 2).
One of many pleasures during my year as
Master has been to learn about the architecture, the traditions and the sometimes
turbulent but always fascinating history of the
City of London. The election of the Lord
Mayor of the City of London is undeniably a
magnificent ceremony full of pageantry and
good fellowship. On September 30th we
gathered in the time honoured manner to
elect the 686th Lord Mayor. Alderman Fiona
Woolf will be only the second women to hold
this position in 800 years (Page 2). This year
there have been two occasions when the
Fruiterers have met with the Lord Mayor at
the Mansion House. The first was our Annual
Banquet and secondly the Presentation of
Fruit to the Lord Mayor. Over 50 members of
the Company and guests were in attendance
to witness our Fruit Porter, Jim Huddart,
discharge his responsibilities with dignity and
style, in fulfilling this ancient obligation. The
historically prescribed amount of fruit is
“bushels twelve” or around half a ton. Sadly
there are many men, women and children
who live on our streets hungry and alone and

O

Planting almost complete at Dalemain

Fruiterers’ Poire Delbard Gourmande will be
planted at French Ambassador's London
Residence

One of many pleasures
during my year as
Master has been to
learn about the architecture, the traditions
and the sometimes
turbulent but always
fascinating history of
the City of London.
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today considerably more than this is needed.
The Fruit Gifting Programme raised nearly
£2,500. I am grateful to the Liverymen who
contributed to the Appeal and especially to
Past Master Ivor Robins who arranges for the
fruit to be delivered to shelters and hostels in
and around the City. After the Presentation I
joined the Lord Mayor in drinking a Loving
Cup and we all joined our Host in drinking a
glass of Champagne. In early November the
Clerk and I attended the Royal British Legion
Garden of Remembrance Service at St Paul’s
Cathedral. The Lord Mayor’s Party and the
Livery Companies assembled in the Garden
to the sounds of the Band of the Grenadier
Guards. During the service there takes place
a ceremony of planting of crosses. I felt
privileged to be representing our Company
on this moving occasion

The Lord Mayor with our Master at the
Presentation of Fruit

The City of London has many treasures
some in full view and others well hidden. St
Bartholomew’s Hospital in West Smithfield
and Suttons Hospital in Charterhouse are
very different “Hospitals” yet they share a
common ancestry. St Bartholomew’s is the
oldest Hospital in Europe. It was founded in
1123 by Rahere the jester/minstrel and great
favourite of King Henry I and has been a
place for treating the sick ever since. The
London Charterhouse was founded in 1371
on land owned by St Bartholomew’s Hospital
and for nearly 200 years it served as a
Carthusian Monastery. With the dissolution
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Fruit Culture Award to Dr David Simpson

both institutions suffered at the hands of
King Henry VIII. For Bart’s this was a
deprivation of its income but for the
Carthusian Monks the suffering was far
more terrible. Henry VIII re-founded Bart’s
albeit “under new management” but the
Charterhouse was converted into a private
Mansion. In 1611 this Mansion was
purchased by Thomas Sutton, alumni of St
John’s College Cambridge and one of the
richest men in Jacobean England. Sutton
established an Almshouse and the
Charterhouse School for 40 poor scholars
on the site.
Before our Carvery Lunch at Butchers
Hall in October the Company was given a
tour of Bart’s by Hermione Pool, an exnurse and London City Guide Lecturer.
Famous alumni of Bart’s include William
Harvey who first described his discovery of
circulation there in 1619. W.G. Grace who is
better known for his batting than his
practice of medicine studied at Bart’s and
the fictional Dr John Watson first
encountered Sherlock Holmes working in a
chemical laboratory there. We
visited the Hospital’s famous North
Wing staircase and looked in awe
at the Hogarth paintings. The Pool
of Bethesda depicts a scene in
which Christ cures the sick. The
illnesses of the characters portrayed
in this painting have challenged
the diagnostic skills of Professors
of Medicine over the centuries.
As you walk through the
archway from Charterhouse Square
into Suttons Hospital you move
into a different world. On a cold

November evening after a convivial supper
in the aptly named Butchers Hook and
Cleaver Pub on Smithfield Square, members
of the Company were met and made most
welcome by the Brothers of the Charterhouse. The Brothers gave us a wonderful
tour around this beautiful building to the
accompaniment of plain song and four part
harmony sung by the Thomas Sutton
Singers. In the Chapel organ music was
played. Charterhouse is truly a hidden gem
close to the heart of the City of London.
Harvest Festival is one of my childhood
memories although with the extension of
the growing season the time for celebrating
the Harvest is now less well defined. Val and
I attended the Farmers Club Annual Service
at St-Martin-in-the Field on 8th October.
The Rt Revd. Peter Price whom I had met
during the Bath and West Show earlier in
the year, gave a moving and thought
provoking sermon. Afterwards we dined at
the Farmers Club. We were fortunate in that
our companions at dinner were the
Chairman of the Club, Stewart Houston and
the newly installed Master of the Farmers
Company Baroness Hazel Byford, delightful
company and stimulating conversation.
Marden Fruit Show Society celebrated
its 80th Anniversary this year (Page 13). Val
and I were guests at the Anniversary Dinner
where I presented Dr David Simpson with
the Fruit Culture Award, for his remarkable
contribution to strawberry breeding. During
the conference I also presented the
Craftsman’s Award to Reg Lawrence and the
three Fruiterers’ medals to the winners.
I was delighted to be asked to speak about
healthy eating in children at the Show

The Master speaks on child nutrition at the
National Fruit Show

Conference. The five a day campaign has
not reached our children, only about 10%
achieve this intake of fruit and vegetables. I
believe health professionals, and the fruit
industry need to get together to find ways of
improving this. There are 12.5 million
children in this country. If all of them ate five
a day the impact on their health and on the
fruit industry would be considerable. During
the year we have been involved with several
initiatives to encourage children to eat more
fruit. Spitalfields Market has played its part
helping to launch Popadeli a new healthy
eating website for children and hosting a
children’s day in the Market. Several
hundred primary school children took part
in a competition to design a new cartoon
character for the website and the winner
was presented on the day with an Apple (the
iPad variety) by Dame Kelly Holmes.
Our Master and Wardens Dinner,
according to custom, was held in the Barber
Surgeons Hall (Page 11). In 2013 we have
dined in the halls of both Physicians and
Surgeons. I have tried to give
something of a medical flavour
to my year without I hope
diverting from the fundamental
aims of the Fruiterers. As
someone with no pedigree
either in the Fruit Industry or the
City, my warmest thanks go to
the many people who have
guided me on a very steep
learning path. It has been an
honour and a privilege to serve
as Master of this fine and
ancient Livery Company
The expressions say it all at St Bartholomew’s Hospital
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Soft and Stone Fruit
BERRIES and CURRANTS

English Blueberries did well

A very average strawberry season

n the last Newsletter we painted a fairly dismal picture for
Strawberry growers as the season progressed into July.
Following a peak of supplies in June when prices became
depressed the market did not recover. The overall situation was not
helped in July by the high temperatures that reduced the shelf life
of the fruit. Supplies had to be pushed through the system smartly,
which did little for prices. From that point until the conclusion of the
season there was little evidence of a rally. August was described as
“ok” but yields were down including those from everbearers. When
viewed retrospectively tonnages declined by 10% on the previous
year and the lower volumes were not compensated for in the values
that prevailed and the returns that resulted. Pollination throughout
has been described as poor and quality as “challenging”. In a word
the season has been succinctly dubbed “very average”. One
positive fact did merge from the post-season analysis and that was
the so called ‘preferred varieties’ are now even more preferred.
Raspberry growers did not prosper either. Peaks in July and
August resulted in depressed prices but with ‘robust’ promotional
activities supplies were cleared. Unfortunately the momentum for
the product was difficult to sustain and the season was a disappointment. Production did not live up to expectation remaining static
year-on-year when an increase had been forecast.
UK Blackberry production
tends to be cyclical and
2013 was a down
year (17% less
year-on-year)
when a better
crop had been
anticipated.
Prices were elevated
however which gave
some succour to the
growers. As we go to
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Raspberry
crop lower
than
expected
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press the English and Dutch ‘glass’ crops are coming to a
conclusion to be replaced by Mexican & Guatemalan supplies.
One bright spot was provided by Blueberries where the English
crop recorded a 15% increase in volume and higher values.
Unfortunately, north of the border producers did not fare so well.
Because of the lateness of the season availability extended farther
into October. The situation may have been assisted at the front end
of the season by the decline in exports and availability of
Argentinean and Chilean blueberries, which had been affected by
adverse weather conditions.
With the UK berry season completed retailers are now turning to
Middle East suppliers to stock their shelves over the Christmas
period.
Piece prepared following an interview with Dave Ashton,
Procurement Director, Berry World

Cranberry gin sling jellies
Serves 2
Ingredients
• 6 leaves Supercook Select fine-leaf gelatin
• 500mls cranberry juice
• 100g caster sugar
• 75ml gin
• 3 tbsp sweet vermouth
• 1 wine-mulling spice bag
• 1 cinnamon stick
• a dash of Angostura bitters
Method
• Soak the gelatine leaves in cold water for 10 minutes.
• In a pan, gently heat the cranberry juice, sugar, gin,
vermouth, spice bag and cinnamon stick. Simmer, stirring
to dissolve the sugar.
• Remove the pan from the heat and add the gelatin leaves
(squeezed of excess water), stir until dissolved and add the
Angostura bitters.
• Remove the spice bag and cinnamon stick. Pour the liquid
into four glasses. Cover and chill overnight.
• Top with cream that you have whipped with a little icing
sugar, a pinch of ground cinnamon and a frostedcranberry
or two
Recipe supplied by Liveryman Sarah Whitworth
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The Master and Wardens Dinner 2013
or many of us, the Master and
Wardens Dinner is one of the best of
the occasions in our annual calendar. It
has the convivial and friendly atmosphere
of a big family gathering. Perhaps, this is
due to the time of the year, as evenings
darken and the long run up to Christmas
is just beginning, or maybe it is because,
this year, as we so often do, we held the
Dinner at the Barber-Surgeons’ Hall. The
kindness of the Barbers’ Company in
letting us keep our valuables in their vaults
has led to us becoming frequent diners in
their Hall and it feels much like the
Fruiterers’ home. The number of Liverymen
attending adds to that family feeling.
Certainly many invite guests; but there is a
cheerful preponderance of Fruiterers and
we all share the joy of meeting so many
good friends again.
It was a great honour to welcome,
among our guests Nigel Pullman, who
served as Sheriff for the year to September
2013. A City man through and through,
he is a Past Master of the Leathersellers, a
former Clerk of the World Traders and has
recently been appointed Chairman of the
Livery Committee. Our principal guest and
speaker was Professor Paul Curran, ViceChancellor of the City University London.
Professor Curran has had a fascinating
academic career. He has spent time as a
research scientist at NASA and as an
adviser to the European Space Agency
and he is a member of the Natural
Environment Research Council. His
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Master, Wardens and Clerk at Barber-Surgeons

University sees itself as very much the
University of the City – the Lord Mayor is
its Chancellor ex officio. It was founded in
1852 as the Northampton Institute, the
first centre of training in Optometric
Training. From this, other strands of
technological and scientific education
developed and the Institute became a
College of Advanced Technology in 1957
and a University in 1966. It has widened
its range of fields of study; but follows true
to its foundation, in focusing largely on
vocational and practical disciplines and is
a highly regarded institution. Two of our
Past Masters have been awarded
Honorary Doctorates by City University:
Past Masters Derek Tullett and Donald
Cryan.
The Master spoke about the Company.
He thanked Past Master Will Sibley for his
frequent and continuing great generosity

in donating trees, some very special
indeed, for our tree plantings. He noted,
with gratitude the many donors in the
company, the large sum raised for our
fruit gifting programme and thanked Past
Master Ivor Robins for his tireless work in
distributing the fruit. Our Honorary Fruit
Porter, Jim Huddart, is an important guest
of the Company at this Dinner and the
Master congratulated him on the great
style in which he performed his duty at the
presentation of fruit to the Lord Mayor.
The Master, to the pleasure of the whole
Company, welcomed the five newly
clothed Liverymen, the four newly elected
Freeman and the newly indentured
Apprentice. The Fruiterers’ “family”
continues to grow well!
Piece provided by Past Master
Steve Bodger

A fully deserving winner of The Farm Management Award
t the Master & Warden’s Dinner held
on November 7th the Master
presented this year’s Farm Management
Award to Salih Hodzhov. This is one of a
number recommended by the Awards
Council.
His story is inspiring and worthy of
comment. Salih was born and raised in
Bulgaria and came to the UK through the
SAWS scheme to find seasonal
employment in Kent picking fruit. Instead
of returning home at the end of the
harvest season, he travelled to London
and found accommodation and two
labouring jobs which were a long way
from fruit picking. The following spring he
returned to W B Chambers for more work

A

European workers was an
on the land a pattern that
additional asset.
was repeated the following
He has now become a
winter. His industry and
member of the HDC soft
dedication became apparent
fruit panel and has settled
to Tim Chambers and his
in Kent with his Bulgarian
father and he was given
wife with whom he has
more responsibility, becomstarted a family.
ing farm manager and a
Although it is likely that
permanent member of staff.
there are many like him
He had huge enthusiasm
working in the Fruit
for learning and developing
Industry today, his is an
growing techniques and was
example of what can be
a major player in the
Salih Hodzhov
achieved and we congratexpansion of the business.
ulate him on all he has done and wish him
His skills in crop and people management
and his family all good fortune. Truly a
have played a large part. His ability to
worthy winner!
converse with most of the other eastern
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Sandys and Mark with the three visitors

Past Master Bryant on the finer points
of apple growing

Past Master Dawes takes question on cherries

Fruit production in Kent –
a visit by some of our 2013 Student Prize Winners
ruit production in Kent – a visit by
some of our 2013 Student Prize
Winners
When Past Master Jane Anderson was
in Office it was her wish to see the ‘value’
of the Company’s Student Prizes enhanced,
not by money, but by the distinction the
Company prize given to the student and
their college. To this end the Awards
Council are introducing new elements to
the prize which will be of great benefit to all
those associated with it.
The first of these is the creation of a
database of the current and future prize
winners so that the Company can maintain
contact with them. Members of the Livery
involved in the Fresh Produce sector may
wish to interrogate the database when
searching for new staff.
The second element is to invite all the
students to come together to spend a day
visiting operations in one of our fruit
growing regions. This year Past Master
Sandys Dawes hosted a visit to the Garden
of England for three of our students. He
was ably assisted by Past Master Henry
Bryant and Liveryman Mark Gaskain. The
day was a huge success and was thoroughly
enjoyed by the hosts and the students who
were Tina May from Hadlow with Sophie
Sidaway and Ben Gregory from Pershore.
Each has written about their impressions
of the day. Here they are.
Tina May writes - as one of the winners
of The Worshipful Company of Fruiterers
Award, along with Ben and Sophie, I had
the great privilege to spend the day with
Sandys Dawes, Graham Collier, Henry
Bryant, and Mark Gaskain.
We were offered a somewhat rare
insight into the production of fruit. It was a
delight to see and discuss the processes
especially as each of the growers have
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their own views as to the systems to be
used. They were more than happy to provide
the reasoning behind those decisions. Well
tried techniques continued to be used
along-side newer concepts of high density
planting. This format allows direct
comparison, with much debate over which
system was ‘best’.
Being an academic and understanding
the theory behind most of these practices,
the opportunity to visualise and discuss
these arrangements provided me with an
even better understanding. Sandys, Henry,
and Mark are extremely knowledgeable
within their field, openly discussing and
answering the myriad of questions that
were thrown their way.
The opportunity to spend a day in the
company of Ben, Sophie and the growers
meant that at its conclusion I was on a
high, buzzing with enthusiasm, information, and a much better understanding of
British Grown fruit. I take my hat off to
these growers, and thank them for a
passionate and an extremely informative
interlude.
I appreciate the financial aspect of the
award and its contribution towards my
research; however, this day was a great
bonus and has made an everlasting
impression, thank you.
Ben Gregory says thank you for a great
day in Kent. It was an extremely eye
opening event, in which it was wonderful
to interact with the growers at the forefront
of the industry and to hear their views on
techniques and issues surrounding horticulture, including those researched by
ourselves. It was a great experience to
witness first hand the latest planting
designs and growing techniques that are
being used and viewing their very
impressive results. It was a very inspir-
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ational visit and one I will not forget.
For Sophie Sidaway it was an inspiring
day. She writes - I've never been to Kent
before, and this particular area was covered
in pear, apple and cherry plantations. The
scale of these orchards is quite incredible.
It's also evident that the fruit production
industry is constantly innovating, looking
for new ways to produce the best grade
produce. During our day we were given the
chance to speak to several highly
respected and successful fruit growers,
who have consistently produced top
quality fruit over many years, but at the
same time are experimenting with new
ideas and innovating.
Sandys Dawes had arranged this day
for us, and it was a fantastic idea. To win
the Fruiterer's Prize was really quite
special, but this visit put me in touch with
other students and food producers and
gave everyone attending a real window
into the world of fruit production. It is also
nice to feel that the Company welcomes
any queries we have, which is a huge
asset!
Recently investment at Mount Ephraim
has resulted in about a quarter of the
cherry crop being covered. He explained
that to be recognised as one of the best
cherry growers in the region it was
important for the farm to focus on their
long term aims, investing now in order to
reap the benefits in years to come. The
tunnels worked to keep excessive moisture
off the trees and avoid splitting fruit and
significantly improve marketable yield.
They were also very effective in reducing
bird damage.
Henry Bryant has just established
another blackcurrant orchard, which will
Continued on page 14
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Tree planting at the residence of the French Ambassador

Un Poirier Symbolique
as this a first for the Fruiterers: a
Tree Planting with no tree? We were
gathered at the residence of the French
Ambassador on the afternoon of the11th
of September for a tree planting. The
Master showed with pride the Company’s
planting spade to the Ambassador. It was
duly admired and note was taken of the
many important sites of previous plantings;
but it was then put away without a clod of
soil, a smear of mud, or even a speck of
dirt on its gleaming surface. We could
only regard this as a planting of a symbolic
tree. It was, you may be surprised to hear,
all due to Past Master Will Sibley.
We were guests of His Excellency M.
Bernard Emié, the Ambassador of France
and his wife, Mme Isabelle Emié. We were
welcomed with warmth and charm to their
residence in Kensington Palace Gardens.
Mme Emié has remodelled and redecorated
the interior, and has done so in an
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Fruiterers listen to the speeches

National
Fruit
Show

Happy faces at the
National Fruit Show

t was 1933 when a group of English
Growers met to formulate ideas and
plans for a show that would further the
cause of their fraternity. Precise objectives
and criteria were laid down in that
foundation meeting and subsequent
committee gatherings. Eighty years on
and it is patently evident that the ‘founding
fathers’ vision is as pertinent today as it
was back in that pre War era. The Marden
Fruit Show Society has left its stamp on
English top fruit production and although
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intriguing and effective balance of formal
and informal styles. She has now turned
her attention to the gardens. The garden
at the rear of the house is often used for
summer receptions, on Bastille Day, for
example. It has a very English and rather
old-fashioned appearance – a rectangular
lawn with borders at each side. It is
beautifully planted and meticulously
maintained; but lacks impact.
So how did Past Master Sibley become
involved? His old friend, Raymond Blanc,
turned to him for help in designing the
new garden. Will, recognising that his own
abilities are greater in tree horticulture
than in garden design, enlisted the help of
Gill Oliver, with whom he has worked on
two Gold Medal winning gardens at
Chelsea. Gill has produced a design that
reflects the topography of France. Looking
from the terrace at the back of the house,
the view will represent the nature and
styles of France from North to South.
The work on making the garden has
not yet begun, so the tree that we are
presenting to the Ambassador has, as yet,
no home. It is to be a Poire Delbard
Gourmande, a variety bred by Pépinières
Delbard, of Clermont Ferrand, in celebration
of the sixtieth anniversary of the foundation of their nursery. It is a cross of Delbias
and Conference. The tree will be in

Master presents Fruiterers’
Medal for Most Meritorious
Display of Culinary Apples

espalier form on the south-facing wall as
one of a collection of fruit trees.
This is a delightful example of AngloGallic collaboration and, indeed, the
friendship and the many links and
relationships between our two countries
were the theme of the Master’s speech,
both on the wider stage and within the
fruit industry. The Ambassador thanked
the Master and the Company and, having
said that he was not intending to speak (as
if!), he replied to the Master’s speech
underlining the same sentiments. One of
the Wardens was overheard to remark that
the Ambassador’s speech showed why he
is a senior diplomat and that the Master’s
speech was so good that he could have
become a diplomat himself, had he not
chosen to become a physician!
Steve Bodger

Diana Day of Mallions
Farm collects the Fruiterers’
Medal for Most Meritorious
Display of Dessert Apples

mechanisation and technology have
moved horticulture forward, many of the
fundamental principles remain. Originally
held in Marden the annual show moved
location many years ago to the Kent
Showground at Detling. On the 16th &
17th October growers and stakeholders in
the industry flocked to the location to view
displays of fruit, glean knowledge on the
latest techniques and machinery, interact
and generally have a good day out. Many
Fruiterers are growers and one does not
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His Excellency welcomes the Fruiterers

Annette Bardsley receives
the Fruiterers' Medal
for Most Meritorious
Display of Pears

have to look far afield to see a familiar
face. We always exhibit the Company’s
Stand and this year was particularly busy.
At the dinner the Master presented the
Fruit Culture Award to Dr David Simpson
while at the awards ceremony on the 17th
he dispensed the Plantsman’s Award to Mr
Reg Lawrence and the three other
Fruiterers Medals to the winners. He had
previously been busy addressing a
gathered audience on the subject of fruit
consumption amongst the young.
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The plaque is exchanged

Master & Val with Jane & staff

Jane reveals some of Dalemain's history

Our Autumn Visit to
Dalemain, Cumbria
here was more than a chance that rain
would greet the Master and Val when
they led a Livery visit to this wonderful,
historic house situated a few miles from
Penrith. We were there to celebrate, with
the owners, their winning of the
HHA/Christies annual award for ‘The
Garden of The Year 2013. The sunshine of
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Fruiterers Triumph
at Interlivery Golf
n a demanding autumnal day at
‘The Addington’ when playing
conditions were particularly tough the
Fruiterers Golf Team managed to break
the stranglehold that the Fanmakers
had on this Inter Livery competition in
recent years. The Fuellers and Carmen
were also competing strongly which
made for a very interesting match.
Details supplied by
Liveryman Andrew Poulton
(Secretary of the Golf Society)
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Cambridge was a long time gone!
The Company has informally associated
itself for some years with this award which
has provided us with a chance to visit
some wonderful gardens and houses and
at the same time plant fruit trees.
The members of the Association vote
for the winner and this year, for the first
time, one of our Liverymen, Jane HasellMcCosh, of Dalemain, was triumphant.
This made this year’s visit especially
pleasing and, despite the distance, an
enthusiastic band of Fruiterers made the
journey.
We were all made welcome by Jane and
her husband Robert and toured the gardens
despite the weather. Our hostess and her
team have worked hard to create the most
interesting layouts, including a special
children’s area and an orchard where at
least 30 varieties of apples are planted.
We donated a Mespilus germanica (the
Common Medlar). The Master conducted
the planting, which was followed by a
delicious lunch in the Chinese Room
decorated with handpainted wallpaper
from that country and purchased from the

Port of London in 1757. Dalemain is a
house with much to view and absorb.
Activity has been identified on the site
since Saxon times. A fortified pele tower,
one of a series, was recorded in the reign
of Henry II. A manor house and second
tower were added in the 14th century and
two wings in the 1500s. An impressive
Georgian front was completed in 1744 and
finally the garden façade was rebuilt four
years later. Robert McCosh was a brilliant
guide providing an illuminating tour of the
structure, revealing details of its history
and showing the party many artefacts
relating to earlier Scottish inroads into
English territory by the border reivers.
In February each year the owners
organise a marmalade competition that
attracts an enormous number of entries
from home and abroad. The judges are
faced with the task of assessing products in
several categories with a cup being
presented to the outright winner.
Some of us returned with a jar or two of
Jane’s own recipe!
Piece provided by Past Master
David Hohnen

market price, low production cost. This
approach was extremely interesting to me
personally, demonstrating that in such an
established profession, consumers are
constantly driving this industry to innovate.
It also showed me that there was no
definitive way of growing a particular crop,
and that even at the top of their game,
well-respected growers all had their own
interpretations.
We were privileged to have the
opportunity to talk to Sandys, Mark and
Henry, and have the chance to ask
questions about the challenges facing the
industry today. It was good to hear about

potential future trends as well as the day to
day challenges. All our hosts were
extremely generous with their time and
information, and showed a huge amount of
enthusiasm and love for what they do. I
noticed that all three, independently,
stopped us for a moment during a stage of
their talks and, looking across yet another
wonderful view of fruit laden countryside,
said ' Look at that, isn't it beautiful?'
The Awards Council are continuing to
crank up the value of the Company’s
student prizes whilst next year the plan is to
take the prize winning students to see fruit
production in the south west Midlands.

Fruit production in Kent

be fruiting in 2 years, and has recently
established an apple orchard, which is
designed to be mechanically harvested
and pruned, significantly reducing costs.
The apples eventually form a narrow wall,
with short laterals, casting little shade and
so maximising light getting to the fruit. The
trees we saw were only two years old and
were at least two metres tall.
Gaskains were embarking on a similar
style of apple growing, but were trialling
different tree forms and support structures.
Several approaches were being tested to
find out which would provide that
combination of excellent quality, good
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Peter Cooper
Master Elect

Meet the Master Elect
eter Cooper was born at Pinkneys
Green, Maidenhead, Berkshire in
1945. His formative years were spent
with his parents and sister in the suburbs
of London.
He entered the wholesale fruit trade in
Covent Garden during 1960 when the
Market was still situated in WC2. His
employer was the successful company
British & Brazilian. In 1968 he moved to
Simons & Co where he remained for 10
years fulfilling a number of functions
including a period in France attending to
the Company’s interests in that increasingly
important country of supply. Not only did
he gain a broad knowledge of the potential but became fluent in the language.
Eventually, in 1978 he managed his
ambition of opening his own business,
Peter Cooper (Fruit) Ltd, at Western
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International Market in West London.
Under his stewardship and astute
acumen the enterprise flourished. Peter
became a respected trader building a
strong business that attracted influential
suppliers. In 2007 he decided to retire
selling his commercial estate to another
wholesaler in the market.
He has two main interests; the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers and
the history and workings of the City of
London. In retirement he has found far
more time to immerse himself in these
pursuits. Entering the Livery in 2001 he
quickly and enthusiastically applied
himself attending virtually every event
and activity whenever his schedule
permitted. He is a regular contributor to
the Fruiterers’ Newsletter in his other
Company role, that of Honorary Archivist.

Attendees at functions
will have noted that Peter
is usually to be seen
sporting his camera.
Many of the pictures that
are used in the Newsletter and on the
Fruiterers’ page of the FPJ are his work.
Becoming Renter Warden in 2012 he will
assume his role as Master on St Paul’s
day, next January.
In addition he has trained to be an
official City of London Guide and was
Chairman of the Walbrook Ward Club.
Our Upper Warden feels particularly
privileged to be Master Elect and is
looking forward to his year in office. He
appreciates that his predecessors have set
extremely high standards and is
determined to maintain the traditions.
We wish him well and offer our support.

British Red Cross Christmas Market
he British Red Cross hold their
Christmas market biennially at the
Guildhall. An Alderman is charged with the
responsibility of organisation and this year it
was Alderman John Garbutt and his partner
who saw the event come to fruition on the
18th/19th November. New Spitalfields
Market Tenants Association, headed by their
CEO Jan Hutchinson, and the Fruiterers,
joined in a venture to sell fresh fruit and
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vegetables to raise money for the charity.
Merchandise was supplied by the Tenants
Association while the Company assisted
with personnel and signage. Results after
hectic trading were very rewarding with all
monies being collected from sales being
donated to the Red Cross. Particular thanks
are extended to Jan Hutchinson, Roger
Thomas, the Upper Warden and Jim
Huddart for their efforts in making this

The Joint Venture Team

worthwhile participation such a success.

Malvern Autumn Show 2013 – record attendance
he Fruiterers’ Company was present
again in the Orchard Pavilion (sponsored by Bulmers) at this year’s show
which was held over two sunny days on
the last weekend of September. The show
welcomed a record 68,000 visitors some
from as far away as Cornwall and Suffolk.
Our stand was again well placed in the
pavilion. On one side there was Liveryman
Nick Dunn with a display of trees from F P
Matthews and on the other Mill Orchards
selling their plums, apples and prize
winning juice. The stand attracted many
visitors as the Upper Warden and
Liverymen Ian Adams, Alwyn Thompson
and Rosemary Collier hosted tastings of
juices that had been entered in the
commercial juice competition.
There is much interest in the activities
of the Company from the public and the
tastings present an opportunity to inform
them; Chris Allen of the Gardening Times
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The Judges make their decisions

called by because he would like to write
about the Company. Other visitors to the
stand were Andrew Wray from the University of Bristol who is a member of Professor Jane Memmott’s group which has
an interest in the ecology of strawberry
production and Brian and Fran Robbins
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of Woodredding Farm who won the
Fruiterers Cup at this year’s Royal Bath
and West Show.
The 40+ seat theatre hosted presentations by Nick Dunn on pruning and the
Fruiterers current Nuffield Scholar, Alison
Capper, on commercial fruit production.
Peter Mitchell discussed Perry pear
production and lead tutored tastings of
Perry from a number of producers. At the
same time Peter runs The People’s
Choice Perry Competition which was won
this year by Westons with 2nd and 3rd
places going to Barbourne Cider and
Olivers Cider and Perry respectively.
The Malvern Autumn Show, held annually on the Three Counties Showground
beneath the Malvern Hills is an excellent
two day show. The author highly
recommends a visit.
Piece provided by
Liveryman Graham Collier
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OBITUARIES
SIR THOMAS LAWRIE KENNEDY
We are sad to record the death of Honorary Liveryman, Air Chief Marshal Sir Thomas Lawrie
(‘Jock’) Kennedy CB, KCB, GCB, AFC who died on November 18th at the age of 88. He was one
of the Company’s ‘Musketeers’ and served the Fruiterers well in that capacity. After a
distinguished RAF career he retired to Rutland where he served as Lord Lieutenant between 1997
and 2003. He was also Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Leicestershire. A keen golfer who played every
day with his friends. Our sincere condolences are extended to his widow Margaret, who he
married in 1959, and their son and two daughters.

Sir ‘Jock’ Kennedy

Congratulations
Dr Mike Solomon, Technical Advisor to the Awards Council and a retired CEO
of East Malling Research. Congratulations on being awarded the Fruiterers
Ridley Medal for Distinguished Service to Fruit Growing. The Master will have much
pleasure in presenting the Award to Mike at the Annual Banquet 2014.
Jane Hasell-McCosh for being appointed Deputy Lieutenant of Cumbria

Fruiterers’ Craftsman’s Award
New Liverymen at Master & Wardens Dinner

eg Lawrence was presented with
the Fruiterers Craftsman’s Award
by our Master at the National Fruit
Show on 17 October.
The Award is not presented every
year, but whenever it is warranted.
Designed to recognize conspicuous
craftsmanship and the exercise of
practical skills in fruit growing.
Reg has worked with plants all his
life, in his early thirties joining Mount
Ephraim Farms where he has worked
with Sandys Dawes ever since. Mount
Ephraim was one of the first Kent
farms to grow strawberries in peat bags
on table tops, and also to grow cherries
under covers and poly tunnels; Reg
rapidly developed experience with
these different growing systems, and
was very effective at communicating
this experience to the many growers
who visited to see them in action.

R

New Freemen,
New Liverymen
and Apprentice
At the November Court
NEW FREEMEN
Susan Handy
Maggie Macaulay
Dan Page
Rohan Moorthly
NEW LIVERYMEN
Andrew Garrett
Peter Gregory
Rupert Hargreaves
Theresa Huxley
Paul Walker
NEW APPRENTICE
Alice Parker to Liveryman Matt Hancock

Reg Lawrence receives the Craftsman’s Award

In making the presentation the
Master concluded by saying “Reg is a
perfectionist who is passionate about
his work; he is a true plantsman and
craftsman, showing precisely the kind
of qualities the Craftsman’s Award is
designed to celebrate”.
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